
AvaMix ADM3 Freestanding Triple Spindle Drink Mixer /
Milkshake Machine - 120V, 1200W
#928ADM3

Features

• Quiet, powerful operation is great for front-of-house commercial use

• Attach cups for hands-free use or move them around a spindle for added control

• Easy-to-use on/off control with a 2-speed rocker switch

• Includes (3) 32 oz. one-piece stainless steel malt cups, 1 for each mixing spindle

• Heavy-duty stainless steel mixing shaft and robust, 1200W commercial motor
head; 120V

Certi�cations

  

Technical Data

Width 12 1/8 Inches

Depth 18 1/8 Inches

Height 19 15/16 Inches

Power Cord Length 59 1/16 Inches

Voltage 120 Volts

Wattage 1200 Watts

High Speed Mix Time 15000 RPM

Horsepower per Spindle 1/2 HP

Low Speed Mix Time 10000 RPM

Number of Spindles Three
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Technical Data

Plug Type NEMA 5-15P

Speeds 2

Style Freestanding

Type Spindle Mixers

Notes & Details
Whip up a milkshake or frozen beverage with the AvaMix ADM3 freestanding triple spindle drink mixer / milkshake machine.

This powerful unit features three spindles that operate with or without malt cups attached. When a cup rests in one of the two

cup holders on a spindle, it engages the power button and mixes for hands-free operation. The speed of the spindle is

controlled with a two-speed rocker switch, and the cup holder used determines the height of the cup during mixing. To operate

the machine while holding the cup in hand, simply attach a small rubber cap (included) to the power switch to keep it engaged,

manually move the cup around the spindle, and toggle the speed switch as needed. This unit can create your most popular

milkshake, but it also has the ability to whip up eggs, pancake batter, waf�e batter, and other dishes! For milkshakes using hard

ice cream or mix-ins, simply add milk to your ice cream of choice and blend until smooth.

Three 32 oz. malt cups made of stainless steel are included. Not only are they durable and easy to clean, they keep beverages

cold as they're prepared. Each cup also boasts a one-piece design, meaning that it won't leak at the base like other malt cups.

Plus, markings on the cup show the minimum and maximum �ll lines for easy use.

This machine features a robust 1200W motor head, delivering exceptionally high quality results in very little time. It also

operates quietly, perfect for behind the counter, the bar, or in another front-of-house area. A sturdy, round base stabilizes the

spindle and motor and includes rubber feet to prevent slippage. Built for regular use in high-volume establishments, the

machine ships with a replacement agitator set so that your business can enjoy consistent operation with minimal down-time. A

120V electrical connection is required for operation.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to

www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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